MRS LORAIN WEBB
40 SANDRINGHAM AVENUE,
WHISTON,
ROtherham,
SOUTH YORKSHIRE,
S60 4DT
29 11 2910,

JUDGES REPORT FOR THE GSD (ALSATIAN) CLUB OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM HELD ON SUNDAY THE 28TH OF NOVEMBER
2010,

Many thanks to the committee for the invitation, an invitation I looked
upon as a great privilege and honour, and one I was delighted to accept,
particularly as the title of the club suggested that the exhibits present
would be correct as regards my interpretation of the breed standard, I must
also pay great respect to the exhibitors for travelling and turning up when
the previous day was one of the coldest on record, with ice and snow very
much in evidence, the running of the show was very efficient and smooth,
thanks to my excellent steward, I also found working with my co judge a
most pleasurable experience, and would like to thank her for the friendly
discussion we had when deciding the major awards.

BITCHES

VETERAN BITCH (4) 4AB,

Puppy bitch (2)1ab
1st Mr and Mrs Rodulson Lewemmas Lady Ga Ga.
Six month old whilst standing alone in this class, she looked stunning,
and will be a real threat to her adversaries in the future, lovely clean cut
feminine head qualities, expressive dark almond shaped eyes, used her
ears to advantage at all times, adequate length to neck, excellent angles to
front and rear construction, standing on excellent bone, covered by sound
conformation, moved very well even at this age to present a very pleasing
stride pattern, being sympathetically handled, showing encouragement at
all times by her handler, one I would expect to make a lasting impression
in the future, BPIS,
Special Yearling Bitch (2) 2ab
Post graduate bitch (2) 2ab
Limit Bitch (5) 2ab.
1st Mr J Lyon Bevillarosa Arabella At Blazeways,
Three year old black and gold, presenting a structure that is instantly recognised as female on the initial stages, exhibiting a stunning profile expressing style and symmetrical proportions that are so harmoniously appropriate to each other, with an evident length of neck that just cannot be missed and so pleasing to the eye, making hands on a mere formality, typical head showing an excellent intelligent expression from dark well set eyes, good dentition with a complete scissor bite, excellent front and forehand with a deep chest, and a good length of sternum that ensures she is well ribbed to a strong loin and strong quarters, which were well muscled and used to advantage on the move, good schooling ensure she remained impressive at all times, in the challenge she was unfortunate to come up against a pair of male counterparts that were on top form. BB and BOS in show.

2nd Mr and Mrs Stephens Lexeme Cherry Baby At Brightmeadow SH Cm.

A very hard decision, as she is so very similar to the winner, a quality mature five year old bitch full of breed type, with evident size and substance that once again retains femininity showing no exaggerations, good head, eyes, and ears, projecting a very lively intelligent expression, another occasion were a stunning profile shows complete balance in association with a good length of neck, well defined withers, with a complementary exaggeration to topline without the slightest inclination to a roach, her underline is complementary being well ribbed to a firm loin showing required moderation, she stands on good bone and feet, moved very well indeed, and remained competitive at all times. Res Best Bitch, 3rd Mr JDBenson Lornaville Jasmine Pearl

Open Bitch 7 (4 abs)

1st Miss Y Heaster Strco Love The Rainy Nites With Dezbera

4 years old showing good head planes, well set ears and excellent feminine expression, standing on excellent strong bone and good feet, good front assembly with long shoulder blades and well developed upper arm, clean deep chest and well developed brisket, well positioned elbows, short loin, defined withers and excellent croup, moved a little erratic and wasn’t coordinated, perhaps a little firmer handling is required when moving this exhibit

2nd Miss C Nolcini CH Nolmacdon Moonlight Bay Sh CM

Nine and a half years old female with the sweetest of temperaments, very close to 1st in this class and same remarks could apply, very good head planes but her eye shape detracted a little from her expression, body properties excellent with very good angles, moved well indeed producing a very good stride pattern and good extension, handled very well

Judge. Lorraine Webb (Maurine)